Review: Roadburn Thursday 15th April 2016
by Sander van den Driesche
This is my very first Roadburn and it took
less than five minutes to see many old
and new friendly faces. The sun was
shining and people were enjoying a beer
or two, smoking a bit of this and that
whilst preparing for the start of another,
no doubt memorable, Roadburn Festival.
First up at Het Patronaat were The
Poisoned Glass to start off yesterday’s
proceedings. I managed a quick 15
minutes of the couple’s loud bass-laden
doom before heading off to see Cult of
Luna play Somewhere Along the
Highway in its entirety, which went, not
unexpectedly, down a treat. The sound
was sublime and the spectacular light
show really added to the experience.

But the first real excitement for me came
in the shape of Inverloch, all the way
from Melbourne, Australia. Their
vocalist Ben couldn’t be there, but his
stand-in in the shape of Arne
Vandenhoeck from Belgium’s Marche
Funèbre did a pretty amazing job,

especially since they only had one
rehearsal together the day before! They
really shook away the cobwebs with their
blend of blackened, metal-of-death doom,
which was fantastic, resulting in plenty of
fist pumping and the first serious
headbang action of the day.

After a little breather I went to see The
Skull for some no nonsense classic doom
and heavy metal. The band and especially
vocalist Eric Wagner really enjoyed being
on the Roadburn stage interacting with
the audience whenever he could, resulting
in a great show. The audience wasn’t
huge, but they played on Wednesday
night as well and they will play again on
Friday. I managed to catch a few songs of
Usnea as well for some great solid
blackened doom.
It was back to Het Patronaat for Cult of
Occult, who delivered intense nihilism,
playing material from their Five Degrees
of Insanity release.

Back at the 013, Hexvessel dug into some
nice
psychedelic
rock,
again
demonstrating how good the sound was in
the big room. Full of Hell on the other
hand ripped the place apart in a packed
Green Room, inducing the first big mosh
pit of Roadburn.

The first massive queue of the day was for
Oranssi Pazuzu at Het Patronaat, no doubt
causing some disappointment for many
people having to miss out, especially since
they played a great set of blackened psych.
But my first surprise of Roadburn came in
the shape of Bang, a band I was not very
familiar with. I started seeing them at the
Green Room, then felt I had to see
Converge play Jane Doe in full, but after
two songs of witnessing Ben Koller
destroy his drum kit, I just had to go back
and see the rest of Bang’s set as they
played some very addictive heavy rock.

This year’s artist in residence
Misþyrming played a blistering set of
black metal at Het Patronaat. If you
missed them make sure you get to see
their two upcoming sets this weekend,
as they do not disappoint. But it was
The Body who really laid waste to
Roadburn on Thursday, with their
devastatingly heavy, apocalyptic
doom. This was followed by a huge
nostalgia trip when Paradise Lost
played Gothic in its entirety in the big
room, which went down amazingly,
especially with the use of great sound
(again!) and backdrop.

I finished the night seeing Hell at Het
Patronaat, who played one of the most
hauntingly beautiful and mesmerising
sets on Thursday, followed by CHRCH
who completely packed out a very
sweaty Extase before I had to catch the
last train back to Eindhoven.
That was a very successful and
satisfying first full day of Roadburn
and I can’t wait to see what Friday has
to offer!

Lee Dorrian Brings ‘Rituals For The
Blind Dead’ To Roadburn
Who would have thought the teenage
punk who wrote the Committed
Suicide fanzine in his hometown of
Coventry would be celebrated a few
decades later as one of the most
important figures in the history of
heavy music? Meeting Napalm Death
through that vehicle and joining them
almost by chance set the young Lee
Dorrian on the path to widespread
recognition. Though having only
recorded a record and a half with the
Brummie grind legends, he has
remained as an important part of the
band's history and to this day admits
he still gets asked a lot about that
period in many interviews. Of course,
Lee's next step was arguably the most
decisive of his career – founding,
alongside Gaz Jennings and Mark
Griffiths, the mighty Cathedral. They
would become iconic for doom and
for heavy metal in general right up
until their exemplary, voluntary
demise in 2013, signing off from an
illustrious career which has in their
debut, Forest of Equilibrium, one of
metal's most influential records ever.
Simultaneously, Lee's early days of
working behind the scenes as writer,
gig organizer and promoter weren't
forgotten, and in 1989 he founded
Rise Above Records, a label that is
obviously still going strong and one
that has become synonymous with

particularly Roadburn friendly quality,
having helped in recent years reveal to
the world major bands like Ghost or
Uncle Acid and the Deadbeats, among
many others.

In fact, Lee's relationship with Roadburn
has been a long and fruitful one – Rise
Above's 20th anniversary was held at the
2008 edition of the festival, with a
special first day entirely dedicated to the
celebration of the label, and Cathedral
themselves performed on the Main Stage
the following year, to name but the most
visible collaborations.

Now, all this flirting has turned into fullblown marriage – Lee Dorrian's Rituals
for the Blind Dead is the most expansive
curation the festival has ever had,
granting the great man two days to blow
our minds with his choice of performers.

And what choices they are. Though Lee
has been long known as an individual of
refined and varied tastes, going beyond
the scope of his Rise Above label, even
that knowledge could not have prepared
us for the surreal lineup of Rituals for
the Blind Dead Pt. 1. Taking up the
Main Stage's entire day on Friday, we
will be presented with the unique talents
of Diamanda Galás as the day-opening
headliner, to be followed by a rare
appearance from the immeasurably
important Repulsion (whose Scott
Carlson was Cathedral's last bassist, and
also collaborates with Lee on the Septic
Tank side-project). Mr. Dorrian will
then take to the stage himself, flanked by
his doomy cohorts of With the Dead,
after which one of the most hotly
anticipated – and also unexpected –
moments of Roadburn 2016 will take
place, as celebrated punks G.I.S.M. will
play their first show, in over 30 years,
outside Japan.

As if the day was short of prominent
figures, Pentagram, with a "classics"
set, and The Skull round it off.
A world-beater curation even if it
stopped there, Saturday at the Het
Patronaat will see Rituals for the Blind
Dead Pt. 2 unfold still, once again
starting with Diamanda Galás, whose
film Schrei 27 will be screened,
followed by a Q&A session. British folk
traditions will then be upheld by
fantastic newcomers Galley Beggar,
while Beastmaker will Sabbathise all
those present right after. Admiral Sir
Cloudesley Shovell's unbridled heavy
rock is already a habitual Roadburn
presence, and then it's up to fantastic
noisemonger Russell Haswell and lush
occult rockers and Roadburn habitués
Blood Ceremony to close out the ritual
in perfect fashion. - José Carlos Santos

Friday 15th Daily Picks
Jamie Ludwig - Belgium’s blackened/drone/doom crew Alkerdeel returns to
Tilburg to celebrate the release of their hellish, grime-laden new album, Lede with
ambient-noise project Gnaw Their Tongues (whose live debut at Roadburn 2015
was one of the most bestial sonic attacks of the week) joining the action on some
new material as well as their 2014 collaborative effort, Dyodyo Asema. Afterwards,
it's back to the Main Stage for the next phase of total aural pulverization with Lee
Dorrian and his cohorts in With the Dead.
José Carlos Santos - Sinistro: Always great to see some of my talented
countrymen appear at Roadburn, especially when they're as unique and as exciting
as Sinistro. Also Úlfsmessa. The two renditions of Úlfsmessa I witnessed in Iceland
were positively terrifying and left a deep, lasting impression on me. I tremble to
imagine how this will be at the Het Patronaat!
Guido Segers - Obviously the dark ritual of Úlfsmessa must be witnessed, but
experiencing NYIÞ play in the Extase is also a good plan. I recommend checking
out the sleazy Peter Pan Speedrock as well if you have a chance, it might be your
last. Lychgate blew me away with their album last year and has a unique synthfilled sound so there’s that. Do I need to mention Diamanda?
Walter Roadburn - Hexvessel & Arktau Eos, Mirror Dawn: Hexvessel and
Arktau Eos offer a one-off, alchemical and mystical rite featuring music and
themes from Hexvessel’s debut album, Dawnbearer, and Arktau Eos‘ debut,
Mirrorion, this is going to be a mass communal out of body experience, and I will
dive in head first. Who's with me? Úlfsmessa (Misþyrming - Artist in Residence,
Het Patronaat). I think Misþyrming and those performing the Úlfsmessa are the
core of this new young generation of Icelandic black metal musicians exploring the
genre as it should be. The performances of Misþyrming and Úlfsmessa I saw in
Iceland at Eistnaflug 2015 resonated on such an emotional level for me that I
wanted to share this with all of you at Roadburn — don't hold back!
Dom Lawson - Nibiru: Extreme, freewheeling psychedelic rock with a strong
whiff of anti-cosmic disquiet, Nibiru’s music is truly wild. Best experienced
while high as fuck.
Paul Robertson - Repulsion: Seriously though, IT'S FUCKING REPULSION.

Kim Kelly - A day that brings together Japanese radical punk legends G.I.S.M. and
da gawd Diamanda Galás with Dark Buddha Rising's warped Finnish psych and
speed metal upstarts Night Viper is already a guaranteed success, but the Úlfsmessa
is the one event that I must urge you to check out. Get to Het Patronaat early to bear
witness to a collaborative, immersive black metal-slash-dark ambient rite from
Iceland's finest, the members of Misþyrming, Naðra, NYIÞ and Grafir, that will
stretch across an hour and a half of pure darkness. The Úlfsmessa is set to be
one most ambitious performances in Roadburn history. Don't miss it.
Lee Edwards - With solo sets from Scott Kelly and Steve Von Till, plus Diamanda
Galás, Repulsion, With The Dead, GISM, Pentagram and The Skull all playing the
main stage, its seems like a pretty much full on day already. But let’s not forget that
Finnish warlords Dark Buddha Rising will be delivering a ritual of psychedelic
drones that’s sure to engulf the parishioners of the Het Patronaat. Not to be missed!
Paul Verhagen - Lychgate: Mesmerizing, brutal and highly original black-metal.
THEY BRING A CHURCH ORGAN ON STAGE!
Sander van den Driesche - It’s been over 15 years since I last saw Peter Pan
Speedrock live on Dutch grounds and their shows are always amazingly good fun.
Just good ol’ rock and roll. Expect loads of beer flying around the room! My
Edinburgh pals in classic rockers Hair of the Dog also play this day and to be able
to see them play in front of the mighty Roadburn crowd is another opportunity I
won’t miss!
Alex Mysteerie - Of the Wand and the Moon: Ready to be lavished, torn apart and
drenched in my own tears… Also Terzji de Horde. Eager to expose myself to the
soul-tearing power of the Dutchies, finally catch a full set by a clever group of
individuals offering so much more than the average band.
Ben Handelman - Diamanda Galás: Early risers for the main stage will be rewarded
today with a performance by Diamanda Galás, whose voice seems to have come from
another dimension to torment and confuse. Maybe not the “heaviest” artist of the
festival, Galás is still likely to be the most unsettling and memorable.
JJ Koczan - Repulsion: Honestly, it could just about be anybody on the Main Stage
today, and for the love of all that is (un)holy, don’t miss Diamanda Galás, but yeah,
Repulsion’s number one. Because Horrified. Also Death Alley and Mondo Drag in
the Green Room, and Peter Pan Speedrock.

More To See: Side Programme
by Jamie Ludwig
Although Roadburn’s Side Programme may have started out as a way to complement
the festival’s live music offerings, in recent years Walter & Co. have expanded its
scope so that many of its panel discussions, workshops, and other assorted events
are as much “once-in-a-lifetime” opportunities as catching a band in a rare or
exclusive performance.
When else will you have the chance to hear your favorite band go long in-person
about the makings of your favorite record or get schooled on a particular moment in
metal history by the people that made it happen? I’m sure there are some cynics
reading this and thinking “Hey, I didn’t come to Tilburg to be lectured!” but odds
are a glimpse of this year’s programme, most of which will take place in the
basement bar of 013, will help them change their minds.

Thursday 17:30-18:15 / 18:30-19:15
Hi-Fi Scene Talks - Paradise Lost discussing Gothic and Cult of Luna
discussing Somewhere Along the Highway.
Iron Fist editor Louise Brown will moderate back-to-back discussions with the
iconic British gothic/metal band Paradise Lost and Swedish Post-Metal favorites
Cult of Luna about their classic records, the same day the two bands perform them
in their entirety on the Main Stage.

More To See: Side Programme
Friday-Sunday
The Roadburn Record Collectors Anonymous Clubhouse
Scandinavian/Dutch sound system specialists Hi-Fi Klubben will bring its highquality audio equipment to the basement of V39 for the ultimate vinyl lovers
lounge, answering gear questions and providing festival-goers a place to relax
while listening to newly-purchased vinyl (nothing like near-instant gratification!).
Each day, the “clubhouse” will present an album listening session ‒ Nothing’s
Tired of Tomorrow, Alkerdeel’s newly-released Lede, and Virus’ Memento
Collider, respectively ‒ and record-oriented talks, including a Friday evening
discussion about vinyl manufacturing with Exile on Mainstream founder and
Weirdo Canyon Dispatch contributor Andreas Kohl.
16:30-17:15 Art & Music: An Indelible Link
In the heavy music realm, visual art and music are often inextricably bound. In this
panel discussion, hosted by Season of Mist / Graphic Noise owner Michael
Berberian, celebrated artists Becky Cloonan, Arik Roper, Costin Chioreanu, and
Kim Holm will discuss the relationship between these creative mediums as well as
the process of working with bands and labels on commissioned projects.

More Side Programme:
Friday:
13:45-14:30 Music Industry Panel Discussion - Technology: Does it Level the
Playing Field or Lower the Bar? Hosted by Ula Gehret, featuring Converge/God
City Studio’s Kurt Ballou, Century Media’s Jens Preuter, Roadburn’s Becky
Laverty, and Noisey editor and journalist Kim Kelly.
15:00-15:45: Converge - Nate Newton and Kurt Ballou discuss Jane Doe
Saturday:
14:30-15:15: Jens Prueter 67RPM
Sunday:
15:30-16:30: Record Collectors Anonymous

Top 5 Albums Of The Year So Far
Walter Roadburn
Black Mountain, IV - What a stunning return to form. Black Mountain’s 's IV is
such a captivating album. Pairing a truckload of analog synthesizers with prog and
psych sensibilities, IV has a deeply cinematic feel. Everyone who's a big fan of
obscure sci-fi novels will love IV's celluloid influences.
Ivar Bjørnson and Einar Selvik's Skuggsjá, A Piece For Mind & Mirror Finally, this album is bestowed up on the world. Written by Enslaved’s Ivar
Bjørnson and Einar Selvik of Wardruna for the 200th anniversary of the Norwegian
Constitution, Skuggsjá is a bewitching musical and emotional trajectory from the
country's Norse heritage through today's society. It's pure magic.
Sinistro, Semente - One of the most exciting and enigmatic records I have heard
in a long time. Revolving around Patrícia Andrade‘s hauntingly theatrical vocals,
the band will take you on an ethereal yet darkened journey. Sinstro's enveloping
darkness unfolds like a creeping mist, only to cast frightening shadows over your
mortal existence.
The Golden Grass, Coming Back Again - Firmly rooted in the heavy ‘70s, it's
their deep love, appreciation and study of American black music, jazz, soul and
funk, that sets The Golden Grass apart from their peers. Coming Back Again, the
band's sophomore album, is a spellbinding throwback to the ‘70s like no other
contemporary band is capable of.
Blood Ceremony, Lord of Misrule - Canada's Blood Ceremony goes from
strength to strength. The band's fourth album, Lord of Misrule, puts all genre
classifications aside, and offers psych-tinged pagan rites and the bizarre mystical
underbelly of rural Britain by way of Toronto.
Dom Lawson
1. Grand Magus, Sword Songs
2. Ihsahn, Arktis
3. Knifeworld, Bottled out of Eden
4. Vektor, Terminal Redux
5. The Cult, Hidden City

Jamie Ludwig
1. Årabrot, The Gospel
2. David Bowie, Blackstar
3. Cobalt, Slow Forever
4. Graves at Sea, The Curse that Is…
5. Hakai No Ku, Temporary Infinity
Ben Handelman
1. David Bowie, Blackstar
2. The Body, No One Deserves Happiness
3. Ostos, Hil Argi
4. Ulver, ATGCLVLSSCAP
5. Dead Procession, Rituais e Mantras do Medo
José Carlos Santos
1. The Poisoned Glass, 10 Swords
2. Deströyer 666, Wildfire
3. Mourning Beloveth, Rust & Bone
4. Pando, Negligible Senescence
5. Wode, Wode
Sander van den Driesche
Hotel Wrecking City Traders, Phantamonium
Slabdragger, Rise of the Dawncrusher
Ulver, ATGCLVLSSCAP
Aluk Todolo, Voix
The Body, No One Deserves Happiness
To be continued…
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